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FULL MOON in ARIES 
 

Musings for Aries 
 
In the Northern hemisphere, Aries heralds the end of winter and the return of summer, but 

here in the Southern hemisphere it is bringing Autumn and the movement towards Winter. 

With Aries, the astrological wheel of the year begins again and it rules the 1st house and is 

therefore about self- assertion and the personal self. Being the ram, Aries has horns and in 

medical astrology rules the head. The nature of Aries is fiery and so brings passion, 

assertiveness and even warlike qualities. Gods and Goddesses are Mars and Minerva and 

Athena. Athena is the archetype for the goddesses on coins like the 'sovereigns' e.g. 

Britannia. She defends and protects the “realm” with battle hat, spear and shield 

In the esoteric literature Aries is the first of 3 special festivals -this one at Easter being the 

festival of the resurrection. Christian Easter in the past has often over emphasized the death 

and crucifixion of the Christ at Easter but the developed Christian and esoteric view start at 

Easter Sunday when Christ conquers death and rises /resurrects in his new body. So when 

our old self dies a new body / soul can arise. 

During our evening together the evening we will contemplate and meditate more deeply on 

these things 

Here are some possibilities for a daily spiritual activity for Aries. If you do decide to do one, 

choose consciously, as an aspect of Aries is about developing the mind.  “I come forth from 

the plane of mind, I rule “ is the esoteric mantrum. 

* Light a candle each day. Breathe and deepen your awareness of fire. Start with 5mins Try 

to build up the time you spend over the month. You might like to repeat the esoteric 

mantrum given above 

* Feed your mind with something that integrates and softens and strengthens it e.g. read 

some spiritual writings or any book which expands your mind and develops its reflective 

nature and starts to work on your mental “horns” Do it daily and consciously even if it’s 

only for 10-15mins 

Some colours for Aries are red for ray 1 and Mars, yellow for ray 4 and Mercury and purple 

for Uranus and ray 7. 

With love from the 3 fires of body mind and soul. May they be One. 
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